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NCRS NATIONAL CONVENTION IS ON 
July 18-23, Palm Springs, California 

 
NCRS Members, 

I thought perhaps a brief update on our Convention in Palm Springs this July might 

prompt some of you to get off the fence. The NCRS Board is proceeding on the basis 

that the Convention will happen as planned. John Tidwell and I met with the 

Renaissance Hotel and Palm Springs Convention Center staff in mid-March to confirm 

some details and see how they are handling compliance with COVID-19 restrictions. 

We came away from those meetings feeling very positive about the Convention. The 

day after our meetings, the Palm Springs area moved into California’s “red” tier, 

permitting limited indoor dining at restaurants once again, and as of today the area is 

poised to move into the "orange" tier. Barring a significant reversal in the COVID-19 

trends here in California, we expect continued progress into even less restrictive tiers 

by July. If you have taken a "wait and see" attitude we certainly understand, but you 

risk nothing out of pocket by making your hotel reservation, and if you register for the 

Convention and then decide not to attend, your monies will be refunded promptly. The 

Convention is going to happen and I am looking forward seeing many of you in Palm 

Springs. 

Mike Ingham, NCRS President 
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NCRS ST. LOUIS CHAPTER OFFICERS 2021 

 
Chair, Joan Burnett     636-462-4401  joanieburnett@gmail.com 
Secretary, Bill Mulder    513-305-8949  billMulder123@gmail.com  

Treasurer, Kay Augustus   636-462-4401 63forme@centurytel.net  

Board Member, Frank Bloemke   314-962-0580  ekmeolb@gmail.com  
Board Member, Mike Hanley   636-625-8480  mhanley@centurytel.net  
Board Member, Dennis Hardesty  618-344-0021 dhardesty67@gmail.com 
Immediate Past Chair, Allen Kleinhenz 636-696-9753 ackleinhenz@gmail.com   
Judging, Chair Kelly Waite   636-284-0500  kellywaite@att.net  
Events Chair, Dave Buescher   618-692-0679  dbuescher1@gmail.com  
Membership Chair, Jim Sahrmann 314-393-7338 jim.sahrmann@geco.com 

Charity Chair, Carol Kleinhenz   636-293-8367  ackleinhenz@gmail.com 
Webmaster, Joe Raine    314-799-7513 j.r.raine@gmail.com  
Newsletter Editor, John Foster  314-277-2204 foster.johnfjr@gmail.com 
 

FROM THE CHAIR by Joan Burnett   

 

As 2021 progresses, the chapter has set up our zoom account and conducted chapter meetings in both 

the months of March and April (minutes found elsewhere in this newsletter).  A special thank you to 

Kelly Waite for an excellent Judging School conducted via zoom on April 22nd.  Kelly has been working 

with a couple of our members to put together some technical sessions so stay tune and watch for the 

emails with the Zoom meeting links.  We will continue to conduct chapter meetings via zoom until further 

notice. 

 

Our first Chapter Judged event will be on May 8th at Love Park.  In addition, Dave Buescher will be 

organizing a swap meet at the event.   We will follow all National and CDC Guidelines.  All participants 

are required to wear mask and maintain social distancing or you will be asked to leave.  We will only 

have one judging team on a car at a time. We will not be hosting the Bar-BQ therefore, you must bring 

your own food and drink. 

  

Stay Safe and hope to see everyone soon. 

 

CHAPTER EVENTS by Dave Buescher 

 
As we are still limited to activities per NCRS guidelines our events have been reduced to say the least. 

If anyone has an event or destination that our group could participate in and will comply with the social 

distancing guidelines in affect, please call or text me at 618 772 8641, or email me at 

dbuescher1@gmail.com  

The chapter is planning on holding a judging event May 8 at Love Park. We will again have a mini swap 
meet 
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JUDGING REPORT by Kelly Waite 

 
Our next Judging Event is fast approaching - - May 8th at Love Park, at Mary’s Pavilion.  We have three 
Corvettes to Flight Judge - ’53, ‘54, and ’98, and one ‘64 for Concours Judging. 
 
We will follow the NCRS pandemic guidelines and accordingly we will require the following: 

• We will check your temperature at sign in 

• Judges will get a pencil to keep and not share 

• Everyone will wear a mask (please bring your own mask) 

• Everyone will bring their own drink and lunch 

• We will only have one Judging team on a car at a time 

• Everyone will stay 6 feet apart 

• We will have hand sanitizer available  
 
Draft Judging assignments have been distributed, but If I have missed anyone who wants to judge 
please reach out to me at kellywaite@att.net or 636 284 0500.   Thanks to all of those who have already 
confirmed!!   
 
For parking …. We will have our Judged cars on the first row by the pavilion, and next to them will be 
“Corvette Only Parking”.   
 
Also, back by popular demand - Mr.  Buescher will be coordinating a Swap Meet at our Judging Event.  
So don’t forget to bring your parts!  The swap meet area will be in the center area between the rest 
rooms and the Judged Cars / Corvette Parking row.   (Masks required at Swap meet area as well).  
at the event so bring out any goodies you are no longer fond of and let’s find them a new home. 

 

CHAPTER CHARITIES REPORT by Carol Kleinhenz 

 
At this point in time Nurses for Newborns is not allowing any outside visitors in their facility. This puts a 

hold on any plans to visit and do a work day any time in the near future. I will of course keep in touch 

to get any updates to this.  

 

They did receive a check from National NCRS and are very grateful for the matching funds. They are 

just starting to do home visits as their nurses get their vaccinations. I will continue to keep in touch with 

our contact and forward any new updates. I hope that we can participate with the Plaza Frontenac gift 

wrap this year but even that might be affected by the Coronavirus.    

 

As we are not meeting in person, and thus our 50/50 drawings are not raising funds for our charitable 

activities, please keep your favorite not-for-profits in your hearts and support them as you can. 

 
 
 
 

mailto:kellywaite@att.net
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NEW MEMBER PROFILE – George and Rose Wamser 

 

Our admiration and enthusiasm for Corvettes spans over 50 years plus.  We purchased a 1964 Red 
Stingray Convertible in 1966. It was Rose’s daily driver, no matter the weather in Central Illinois until 
about 1974.  It is still part of our car family today.  In 1997 Thorp’s Corvette Shop in O’Fallon, Illinois, 
completed a frame off restoration on the car. 
 
Over the years we have had several Corvettes.  Most notably in 2015 we added 1953 and 1954 
Corvettes.  The 1953 was purchased from the estate of an individual that had owned the car since late 
1969 or early 1970’s.  It was in poor condition and his family members told us about how he worked on 
the car over the years. There were many issues needing attention and once again we relied on Tim 
Thorpe and his team.   We bought the 1954 from the St. Louis Car Museum. We are both retired, Rose 
from an education career and George from a utility company. 
 
Our main enjoyment of car collecting is people we meet and friends we make. 
 

NEW MEMBER PROFILE – Joe Marzaloes 

 

     My love of Corvettes started in 1962 when the 1963 Corvette Stingray was introduced. Wow!  What 

a cool car! I had to have one, so I got one.  In late spring 1963 I purchased a black split-window Stingray 

coupe with a red interior.  It was equipped with a 327/ 340 hp engine, 4-sp., 3.70 posi.  I loved that car, 

my first car and did not know how to drive a stick shift.  My everyday transportation to work, even in 

snow, (never got stuck), and took three long vacation trips with it.  Loved the sound of that 327 engine 

revving to red line.  Then in 1965, Corvette introduced the 396 big block engine option.  I pondered 

whether to go for a 396 Corvette. This engine interested me because everyone at work was buying all 

these big engine muscle cars.    Well, in 1966 the Corvette offered a 427 engine.   I want one! So, I 

traded my 1963 Corvette for a 1966 Stingray coupe I still possess. 

The Vette came equipped with the 427/ 425 hp, 4-sp, 4.11 posi, side pipes; no power steering, brakes, 

or a/c.  Just go power!  The car was everything I wanted, fast and loud. My fiancée did not appreciate 

this decision at the time.  After our marriage, my wife Dianne put up with me and my car through 5 

daughters, 5 colleges, and 5 weddings. I feel fortunate to have enjoyed this car for 55+ years.   

 

Sadly, I need to part with my car and I am in the process of selling it because of my age and health 

issues. Hopefully it will find a good care taker.  You all know the C8’s is a beautiful car. Right?  Maybe 

a C8???  Yes!! 

 

NEW MEMBER PROFILE – Steve Gorman 

 

As far back as I can remember I've always loved the styling of the Corvettes. Today I own a 1954, 1961, 

and 1967 Big Block Corvette. I'm currently preparing my '61 for NCRS judging.  
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CHAPTER MEETING MINUTES of March 16, 2021 

 

Due to COVID-19, the March 6 Chapter meeting was held via the chapter’s Zoom account. The Chairman 

provided timely advance written notice of the chapter meeting to all chapter members.  

 

Attendance:  19 members were in attendance 

 

Welcome:  Joan Burnett welcomed members to the first zoom chapter meeting. 

 

Treasurer Report:  Kay Augustus reported that our current balance was $9,171.97.   

 

Membership:  Jim Sahrmann reported we have 3 new members – Steve Gorman, Joseph Marzaloes & George 

& Rose Wamser.    

 

Judging Chair:  Kelly Waite indicated we are scheduled to have judging events at Love Park in Ballwin, MO on 

May 8th and October 2nd at Mary’s Shelter. Kelly reported we have 4 cars signed up for judging for May (53, 54, 

98 for Flight Judging and a 64 for Concourse Judging.  

At any in-person event, we will comply with the higher standard of local laws or the then current NCRS rules on 

COVID. Joan notes that per the guidelines if someone does not wear a mask for any reason (including medical), 

they are to be asked to leave. At our in-person events, we will go even further for safety by using non touching 

thermometers and if people test higher than the current CDC guidelines, they will be asked to leave. No common 

food to be provided at these events. Also, at this time, no chapter meetings indoors like at JJ’s Restaurant as 

we did pre-COVID as the risk is still too high. For the judging event in May, we have hand sanitizer, masks, extra 

pencils, etc., to comply with local laws and NCRS National protocols.  

 

As to future non-in-person club events, Kelly noted we will provide a technical session on 1953 Corvettes to be 

led by restorer Lynn Libby who owns three 1953 Corvettes. The event will be held in 2-3 weeks with notice to 

the members.  

 

Kelly also noted the Kansas City Club is having a judging event on 5/1/21 and they are in need of judges. Any 

volunteers can talk to Kelly or the KC Judging chair.  

 

Next event is the Regional Event held in June in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. More to come but it is still planned to be 

held.  

 

Website:  Joan Burnett, John Foster and Joe Raine are working with our contracted Website designer to upgrade 

our website to word Press.  We will continue to use our current provider, SiteGround as our web domain. 

Development continues and you are encouraged to send pictures to John. Joan is also chronicling the history of 

our club including prior presidents and events like Regional events that we sponsored.  

 

Charity:  Carol Kleinhenz reported that Nurses for Newborns has moved to their new facility located at 3 Sunnen 

Drive, St. Louis, MO  63143.  She indicated that donations are down so any monetary donations or diapers and 

wipes would be greatly appreciated.  Currently they are not allowing volunteers at their site. 
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CHAPTER MEETING MINUTES of April 22, 2021 

 

Due to COVID-19 the April 22 Chapter meeting was held via the chapter’s Zoom account. The Chairman provided 

timely advance written notice of the chapter meeting to all chapter members.  

 

Attendance:  19 members were in attendance 

 

Welcome:  Joan Burnett welcomed members to the zoom chapter meeting. 

 

Treasurer Report:  Joan gave Kay Augustus report that our current balance was $9,083.45.  Total expenses 

were $88.49 broken down into Badge & mailing expense of $73.50 and monthly zoom charge of $14.99.  We 

received $0.97 of Interest.   

 

Joan received an email on a Chapter Challenge request initiated by the chair of the Northern California Chapter: 

As members, I think we all need to take some responsibility for helping the organization to get back to conducting 

the activities we have all come to count on over the years. Typically, we count on our major sponsors to provide 

the bulk of the financial support for our Conventions, but understandably 2020 was a difficult year for them just 

as it was for all of us, and their donations have been scaled back accordingly. This is our club and I feel it is 

particularly important that we each step up to help ensure the success of this year’s Convention. At my request, 

the Northern California Chapter has approved a donation of $100 to the NCRS to support the Convention. I am 

appealing to each of you today to ask your Chapters to approve a donation of $100 to the NCRS to support the 

Convention.  Motion was made by Kelly Waite to donate $100 on behalf of the chapter, 2nd by Tony Salter.  All 

in favor. 

Membership:  Jim Sahrmann reported we have 77 members who are all current.  He has sent national renewal 

reminders to those expiring next month.  He gave a brief intro of our new members from last month that will be 

in the upcoming newsletter.    

Newsletter: John Foster indicated the newsletter was almost ready and requested any ads or additional articles 

by 4/26/21. 

 

Website:  John Foster reported the update in progress. 

 

Charity:  Carol Kleinhenz reported that Kate Steele from Nurses for Newborns reported that all nurses have 

been fully vaccinated and will begin resuming home visits.  At this time only staff allowed on site. 

 

Judging Chair:  Kelly Waite indicated everything was set for our May 8th judged event at love Park.  We will 

judge a53, 54, 98 for Flight Judging and a 64 for Concourse Judging. Judging assignments complete. We will 

also have a Swap area coordinated by Dave Buescher.  We will be taking everyone’s temperature at sign in.  

We will comply with the higher standard of local laws or the then current NCRS rules on COVID. Joan notes that 

per the guidelines if someone does not wear a mask for any reason (including medical), they are to be asked to 

leave. If attending you will need to bring your own food and drink. We will have hand sanitizer, masks, extra 

pencils, etc., to comply with local laws and NCRS National protocols.  

 

Kelly noted that Frank Bloemke has prepared a video on rebuilding a transmission that will be scheduled in the 

future via Zoom.  

 

Meeting adjourned to move into Judging school conducted by Kelly Waite 
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NCRS NATIONAL BOARD MEETING MINUTES from NCRS Secretary Larry Colvin 

 

NATIONAL CORVETTE RESTORERS SOCIETY 
Board of Directors Meeting 
Via ZOOM Teleconference 

March 12, 2021 
 
NCRS Board of Directors Meeting was called to order at 12:00 PM EST 
 
Present were: Mike Ingham, John Ballard, Rick Coker, Bob Johansen, Harry Ledgerwood, Ralph 
Ridge, Sue Strawmyre, Mark Tulley, Shannon Urton, Dave Brigham, Joan Burnett, Larry Colvin, Dave 
King, Vinnie Peters, John Tidwell, John Waggoner. 
 

1. Approval of Minutes from the January 22, 2021 Board Meeting – Larry Colvin. 
a. Mark Tulley moved, and John Ballard seconded, to approve the minutes from the 

January 22, 2021 Board meeting. 
i. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

2. Reports to the Board 
a. President’s Report – Mike Ingham. 

i. Mike asked Vinnie Peters for a list of Driveline advertisers in California for 
Mike to contact to solicit Convention sponsorship.  

b. Vice President’s Report – Mark Tulley. 
i. Expressed appreciation for Secretary’s work with additional Board meetings. 

c. Secretary’s Report – Larry Colvin. 
i. No additional report. 

d. Financial Report – John Tidwell. 
i. 2020 financial result was essentially break-even. 
ii. John and Mike Ingham will visit the Palm Springs site soon to see where 

additional costs may be saved. 
iii. John and Tom Barr will be representing the NCRS at the Barrett-Jackson auction 

in Scottsdale, AZ. 
e. Judging Report – Dave Brigham. 

i. Scottsdale and Cedar Rapids event signups are going well (Regionals and Mini 
events). 

ii. Currently projecting only 77 cars for the National Convention. 
1. Historically, very low. 

iii. Dave made the decision to extend the program which awards judging points for 
attendance at virtual judging events to early July. 

f. Membership – Mike Ingham for Marilyn Heitzman (Not Attending). 
i. Sent out postcards to former members whose membership has expired. 

1. Included a special rejoining offer.  84 members rejoined. 
g. Merchandise Sales – David King. 

i. 35-40 2003-2004 manuals have been sold. 
h. Road Tour Report – Joe Santamaria. 

i. Reviewed the current status of 2021 Road Tour planning. 
i. Publications – Mike Ingham. 
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NCRS BOARD MEETING MINUTES Continued… 
 

i. Mike complimented Vinnie Peters on a great job on the latest Restorer and 
Driveline. 

j. Restorer and Driveline – Vinnie Peters. 
i. Vinnie relayed the story of a member who purchased a part from a Driveline 

advertiser but was very dissatisfied when the part arrived. 
k. National Sponsorship – Mike Ingham for Carlton Colclough (Not Attending). 

i. Hendrick will be continuing sponsorship. 
ii. Dave Brigham requested that people ship their C-8 to Palm Springs and he will 

have them displayed on the show floor. 
iii. Mike Ingham is working to convince Tadge Juechter, Corvette Chief Engineer, to 

attend the Convention and address attendees. 
l. National Corvette Museum – Vinnie Peters for Carlton Colclough (Not Attending) 

i. NCM will offer a virtual event for Mike McCagh’s induction into the National 
Corvette Museum hall of fame. 

1. Scheduled for the end of April, 2021. 
m. Website/IT – John Waggoner. 

i. Discussion about obsolete software in NCRS systems. 
ii. Mark Tulley relayed an issue with members trying to get into the website. 

1. Logon requires the entry of member name and member number. 
2. This is required by the Technical Discussion Board in order to specifically 

identify a user in case of any issues with user posts. 
n. Social Media Update – Shannon Urton. 

i. More followers on various NCRS pages. 
ii. Mike Ingham moved, and Mark Tulley seconded, to set a budget of $500 for 

social media activities. 
1. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

3. Activities – Mark Tulley. 
a. Regional Event Proposals for 2023 -Mark Tulley. 

i. Preliminary proposal for a Regional event in Ontario, Canada on September 13-
15, 2023. 

1. Mark Tulley moved, and Shannon Urton seconded, to approve the 
preliminary proposal from the Ontario Canada Chapter for a Regional 
event on September 13-15, 2023. 

a. Passed: 9 for, None against. 
Concern expressed about few Regionals are scheduled in the west in 2024 when 
the National Convention is in the west in the same year. 

2. Mike Ingham will ask California Chapters to potentially fill this void (on 
hold, see National Conventions notes below). 

ii. No dates yet from the Florida Chapter for 2022. 
b. National Conventions – Mike Ingham. 

i. 2024 Convention site. 
1. Vinnie Peters raised the issue that the Mobile, AL site (2022) is actually a 

central/west site. It is further west geographically than French Lick, IN 
(2023). 
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NCRS BOARD MEETING MINUTES Continued… 
 

a. This leaves no National Convention actually in the east, where the 
highest event member and car attendance is. 

b. Harry Ledgerwood moved, and Ralph Ridge seconded, to 
investigate an east coast site for the 2024 National Convention. 
Mike Ingham will investigate sites with Conference Direct. 

i. Passed: 9 for, None against. 
4. Old Business. 

a. NCRS Database Access Authority – Mike Ingham and John Waggoner. 
i. Decision is to leave the Manage Chapter officers’ data access permission and 

maintenance to the Membership Managers. 
5. New Business. 

a. Board Approval of NCRS Match of Chapter Charitable Donations – Joan Burnett. 
i. Mark Tulley moved, and Harry Ledgerwood seconded, to match 50% of Chapter 

qualified charitable donations on the first $1,000 of such donations. 
1. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

b. Proposed Advertising Budget – Mike Ingham. 
i. Received an advertising budget proposal from Carlton Colclough. 
ii. A list of potential events for NCRS participation was provided. 

c. Proposed Recognition Program For Original Car Owners – Harry Ledgerwood. 
i. This includes owners who have owned their cars since new. 
ii. Dave Brigham and Harry Ledgerwood will work together to produce a proposed 

program structure. 
d. Regional Reports - All  

i. Region I – Mark Tulley. 
1. All financial reports are in. 

ii. Region II – Shannon Urton. 
1. Chapters are requesting that virtual training events continue. 

iii. Region III – Sue Strawmyre. 
1. Keeping events very local. 

iv. Region IV – John Ballard. 
1. Late financial reports from the Florida Chapter (Form 990-EZ) 
2. Florida Chapter conducted a small judging meet. 
3. Other Chapters are doing well and conducting events. 

v. Region V – Rick Coker. 
1. Heartland Chapter is working their 2021 Regional in June. 
2. Events are waiting on the reduction of attendance restrictions. 

vi. Region VI – Ralph Ridge. 
1. Nebraska Chapter has been very active. 
2. Rocky Mountain Chapter doing virtual judging events. 

vii. Region VII – Harry Ledgerwood. 
1. Two Chapters have May judging events scheduled. 

viii. Region VIII – Bob Johansen. 
1. All Chapters are looking forward to activities. 
2. Subject to local COVID-19 restrictions. 
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NCRS BOARD MEETING MINUTES Continued… 
 

ix. Region IX – Mike Ingham. 
1. All reports are in. 
2. All Chapters have Spring events scheduled. 

x. Region X – Mark Tulley. 
1. The Puerto Rico Chapter says they are exempt from income taxes and the 

990 reporting program. 
e. Vinnie Peters noted that many Chapters do not send event notices to him. 

 
Ralph Ridge moved, and Harry Ledgerwood seconded, to adjourn the NCRS Board meeting and 
begin the NCRS Foundation Board of Incorporators meeting. 
 Passed: 9 for, None against. 
 
NCRS Foundation Board of Incorporators Meeting was called to order at 3:28 PM EST. 
 

1. Approval of New Foundation Board Members – Joan Burnett. 
a. Mike Ingham moved, and Mark Tulley seconded, to re-appoint Gary Chesnut and 

Michael Johnson to 3-year terms on the NCRS Foundation Board of Directors. 
i. Passed: 9 for, None against. 

2. Donations to Foundation Auction – Joan Burnett. 
a. Given COVID-19 restrictions, Joan will need local help in administering donations 

for the Foundation auction at the National Convention. 
b. Joan will put together an appeal for Foundation donations and Mike Ingham will 

distribute it to the local Chapters 
 
Sue Strawmyre moved, and Rick Coker seconded, to adjourn the NCRS Foundation Board of 
Incorporators meeting. 
 Passed: 9 for, None against. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 3:35 PM EST.  
 
Next General NCRS Board meeting is May 14, 2021. 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Larry Colvin 
NCRS Secretary 
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NCRS CORVETTE RESTORER, VOLUME 13, NUMBER 2 by Tom Dingman #4889 

 

I had been looking for an excuse to study this old issue of the “Corvette Restorer” when John Foster 

wrote to St. Louis chapter members asking for want ads and articles.   

 

 
 

I still have some of the typing skills taught by Sister Latinsia in a very small Catholic high school in SE 

Iowa, so here goes.  (BTW, our typing class in Iowa was not as large as shown above! Also, see if you 

can find the word Iowa in the article below…) 

 

The Corvette Restorer magazine in the Fall of 1986 has an interesting cover.  You might think the cover 

photo was taken in Detroit, due to the General Motors sign in the background.  This cover shows Andy 

French and his black 1957 Corvette with RPO 579E.  John Amgwert’s “Kodachrome” image was taken 

March 10, 1986 at Los Colinas, Texas.  I wonder if the large white building in the background (across 

the street from the sign) was owned by GM.   
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NCRS CORVETTE RESTORER, VOLUME 13, NUMBER 2, Continued… 

 

Mr. Amgwert’s article about options 579E and 684 starts on page 44.  If you are a C1 fan, it’s worth 

digging out your old issue, just to read this six-page “air box” article.  If you actually dig it up, please tell 

me if the numbers therein are still considered correct.  One such number indicates forty-three 1957 

Corvettes with the “engine code” EN. 

 

The very next article covers 1957 Corvette serial number twenty.  The authors:  Jimmy Blakely and Jeff 

Struthers.  Again, if you are a C1 or 1957 Corvette fan, it’s worth reviewing this old issue.  

 

Here’s another reason I decided to write for KC and STL chapter members.  Pages 30 and 31 show 14 

photos with captions, and the next four pages list various judging results. The page title is “1986 

Convention and Regional Meet Photos”.  Credit for the photos and captions was given to John Amgwert, 

Terry McManmon and Bill Kretzer.  Three of the photos was taken at Osage Beach. 

 

 
 

Photos on page 30 (on the left above): 

Four are from the regional in Pismo Beach, CA – Jim Gessner was the National Activities Manager 

back then.  Two photos are from the “Eastern Regional Meet”.  That event was held over the fourth of 

July weekend in Williamsburg, VA.  David E. Davis was a guest speaker. 
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NCRS CORVETTE RESTORER, VOLUME 13, NUMBER 2, Continued… 

 

Photos on page 31 (on the right above): 

Five photos are from the National Convention in Reno, NV.  However, the image of three men (third 

one down on the left on this page) carries the caption “Former Stingray designer Larry Shinoda was 

the special honored guest at the Fall Regional held at Osage Beach, Missouri in late August.  Larry 

received a special NCRS plaque and is seen … with Kirk Kenton and Bill Kretzer of the hosting Kansas 

City chapter.”  

 

Photos on page 31 (two at the bottom of the page):   

Long time and well-travelled NCRS member, Terry McManmon is pictured with his 1971 LT1 Corvette 

“prior to the concours at Osage Beach”.  I’ll bet some members today think the word concours is new 

to NCRS. 

 

The last photo on page 31 speaks to the road tour “No NCRS event would be complete without a scenic 

road tour.  This year’s Fall Regional highlighted a drive through the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks 

countryside.”  Most of the Corvettes in this photo are what we now call “C2 Corvettes”.  (A National 

Road Tour article is also in this issue, on pages 38-39 from Bob Rosebaugh.) 

 

Included on page 33 are the results from the Osage Beach, MO Regional Meet.  Many of the Top-Flight 

Corvettes came with members from Missouri.   
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NCRS CORVETTE RESTORER, VOLUME 13, NUMBER 2, Continued… 

 

I have re-typed the list of the PV (Performance Verification) Awards from “1986 Osage Beach”, also on 

page 33 (but not visible above).  I have only listed cars and owners from Missouri, plus one from 

Kansas. 

 

1964 Corvette - Roger Gibson and Randy Long of Kelso. 

1965 Corvette - Ken Lee of Kansas City. 

1966 Corvette – William Peters, Leawood, KS 

1956 Corvette – Chuck Posson of Kansas City. 

The other PV Awards were for members from Arkansas (1), Indiana (1) and Colorado (2 cars).  

 

Finally, there were three “Special Display Appreciation Awards” listed at the bottom of page 33: 

 

1954 Corvette – Howard Kirsch of Tulsa, OK (‘86 Duntov) 

1961 Corvette – Marty and Jan Fowler of Kennett, MO (Sebring Racer) 

1965 Corvette – Ruth and Carter Pirkle of Iowa Park, TX (’85 Duntov)  

 

Thank you for reading this. If you don’t have this issue of the Corvette Restorer Magazine, write or call 

me for copies of the pages I mentioned here.   

 

Tom Dingman Member 4889 midvette@mac.com and (810 338 0307  

 

UPDATED ST. LOUIS CHAPTER WEBSITE 

 

Check out the updated website of your St. Louis Chapter.   More content, more user 

friendly, and more to come.  Visit the site at http://stlouisncrs.org    

 

 
Can you guess which member owns this beautiful Coupe that graces the homepage? 

mailto:midvette@mac.com
http://stlouisncrs.org/
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10 Transmission by Kelly Waite 

 

Well… I finally got around to replacing the transmission on my 57 Corvette.  It had a Borg Warner 

transmission… but it was from a 62.   It had a different casting number and a different date….so you 

know what that means… yep…a 20% deduction for the configuration difference…and another 20% 

deduction for the date.   I did not want a 40% deduction….so a new transmission was needed.  

I was able to find a correct 57 Borg Warner T10 4 speed… which is really cool… as they are very rare.   

The reason they are rare is because Borg Warner first introduced in spring of 1957… and did not offer 

them in Corvettes until April of 1957.   The Corvette Black Book says that only 685 corvettes were sold 

in 57 with the new Borg Warner 4 speed.  The Second photo shows the transmission stamping’   

WG1072.  That translates to Warner, July 10, 1957, second shift. The Borg Warner’s also have a unique 

tail housing, the T10-7 made out of Aluminum. 

 

 

 

Transmission Case Transmission Stamping Tail Housing 
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10, Continued… 

I was lucky to have access to a transmission jack.  

This made the job much easier.   The transmission 

jack allows you to adjust and tweak the angle and 

height of the transmission while you are putting it in.   

I also read the service manual and looked at YouTube 

videos.  The YouTube videos make a real difference.  

They make it look easy on YouTube and have great 

tips and procedures.    

Following are the steps that I used: 

Remove drive shaft.   This is pretty easy…as you simply remove the 

bolts holding the U joints in the rear of the drive shaft.  See red circles 

on pic below.   After the rear U joint is disconnected… you pull the slide 

yoke from the transmission. 

Remove the clutch rod and clutch spring and speedometer cable.     

Remove the shifter and shift rods.  

Next… you need to support the engine.  I 

used a jack with an extra board support to 

ensure that the engine would not lower.  

Next support the transmission with a jack 

stand…and remove the frame cross member 

and supporting bolts.   This will allow you to 

get the Transmission jack under the 

transmission.   

Check for shims on the transmission mount.  Mine did not have any… but if there 

is a shim there…you definitely want to put it back.  

Mount the transmission to the Transmission jack… and then 

remove the top two main bolts to the Bell Housing… this is so 

you can put “guide pins” in.  The guide pins are just bolts with 

the heads cut off.  Insert the guide pins on the two bolt holes 

in the Bell Housing at the top.   The guide pins help to ensure 

that when you pull the transmission out…. The transmission 

shaft does not hit the clutch fingers.    
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10, Continued… 

Remove bottom 2 bolts to the Bell Housing.  

Now pull the transmission away from the Bell 

Housing.  I had to use a screw driver to get it 

started…and then it slid out fairly easily.  

 

  

 

 

Now lower the transmission down 

Next step is to check out the pilot bearing.  It is recommended 

that you replace this.  My pilot bearing was original …and very 

worn out.  The photo to the left show how the pilot bearing 

looks in the crank shaft.  The center photo shows the old 

bearing next to the new one, and the photo to the right shows 

the pilot bearing on the end of the transmission shaft, just to 

make sure it fits before I pressed the new pilot bearing in.   
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10, Continued… 

While you have the transmission down… you will want to replace the throw out bearing as well.   This 

is the bearing that slides on the shaft to the clutch.  Following is a pic of the old one and the new one. 

  

  

You will have to put the throw out bearing on the clutch 

fork which is inside the Bell Housing.  Right, is a pic with 

the bell housing removed…so you get see how it fits.  

When you slide the transmission in …the shaft will go 

through the throw out bearing.  Make sure you put throw 

out bearing in the correct way, and that you have the 

fork properly positioned.   

 

 

 

 

Left, is a pic with the Bell Housing on….and the fork holding the 

throw out bearing…. put red lube on it and it is ready for the 

transmission shaft to slide in.  
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10, Continued… 

 

Now the fun part…time to install the new transmission: 

 

 

Put a bit of red grease on the new pilot bearing to help get the transmission in.  

But before you put the transmission in… Greg Simon told me that it is so much easier to put the shifter 

and shift rods on and adjust before you put the transmission in.  This way you can tweak the lengths to 

get the adjustments just right while it is on the ground.  Once the transmission is installed…it is more 

difficult as the space is very tight.  This helped much!  Thanks Greg!    
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10, Continued… 

 

To the right is a close up of the shifter.  Interesting… when the 

shifters were introduced in ‘57 they did not have a “reverse lock 

out”.  Instead, they just had a spring that would exert pressure 

when it was about to go into reverse.  See red circle.  So, you 

should be careful when putting the car in reverse ☺. 

After I got the shift rods lengths adjusted… I removed them and 

the shifter to be able to provide clearance to put the 

transmission in. 

I used the 2 top guide pins in the Bell Housing to make sure 

that the transmission was properly aligned and would go into 

the bell housing without interfering with the clutch fingers.  I 

circled the guide pins so you can see how it aligns the 

transmission into the throw out bearing.  

 

 

  

The transmission shaft is now threaded into the throw out bearing… heading into the clutch.   
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Installing a ’57 Borg Warner T10, Continued…  

 

Here is a view from underneath…. with the transmission shaft all the way in.    Note the position of the 

fork on the throw out bearing (which is next to the clutch fingers).  Also note a bit of red lube.  

 

 

I was told to not force anything …. and do not use the 4 main bolts to tighten the transmission in all the 

way….as it may not be properly aligned…and could cause damage if you use the bolts.   So, I wiggled 

and jiggled and pushed to get that transmission all of the way in.  The last ¼ inch was tougher….and 

had to use some leverage with a board on the frame to get her in.   Then with a bit of leverage…. all of 

sudden…it popped in ☺ . 

Next put the bottom bolts in and replace the two top guide pins with bolts. 

Then reinstall the cross-member support and bolts.  Will need a jack stand to support the transmission 

while you put the cross-member back in.  

Next is step is to install the shifter and shift rods in.   

Then re-install the clutch push rod, spring, speedometer cable and the drive shaft.  

Then make sure you put 90W gear oil in … and she is ready for a test drive.  

In summary… the job was not that bad.   The key points for me… were to:  

• Use a transmission jack 

• Use guide pins 

• Don’t force anything 

• Adjust the shift rods before you install transmission 

 

I will let you know how it drives once the weather clears up.   
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WHAT I LEARNED ABOUT INSTALLING A ’57 DIFFERENTIAL by Kelly Waite 

 

When I was cleaning the bottom of my 57… I found that the differential casting number was not 

correct.   It was actually from a 56 corvette.  We use “CDCIF” to determine Originality deductions as 

follows: 

. Configuration      20% 

. Date   20% 

. Completeness 20% 

. Installation  20% 

. Finish  20% 
 

Since we have two issues, configuration and date, the total Originality point deduction would be 40% 

of the total originality points as follows:   

- 20% for the Configuration difference (the casting number difference) and  
- 20% for the Date difference (because it was too early for my car).    
- 40% total originality point deduction 

 
I figured that we can’t have that.  My differential functioned correctly…but it had an incorrect casing.   

I had purchased a correct 57 corvette differential casing a couple of years back…so it was time to get 

put it on.  Following are the steps that I used to replace the differential casing.  

 

First step is to remove the drive shaft.  Need to remove the bolts by the differential that attach the U-

joint.  See red circles.   Then the slide yoke will come on out.  
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INSTALLING A ’57 DIFFERENTIAL, Continued… 

 

Then remove both rear wheels and drum brake housings.   

 

  
 
In removing the axles…. you first remove the four bolts that secure the axles in place on the outer edge 

of the axle housing.  See red dots for the bolts in the diagram below.  This diagram was provided by 

Greg Simon.  He knows a ton!  Interesting to note …. that there is a metal plate on the outside of the 

wheel bearing.  This plate is bolted to the end of the main axle housing.   So ... the wheel bearing is 

what is keeping your wheels in place.   It is a really good thing that those wheel bearings are on the 

axle very, very, tight!!!  See red arrows in the pics below for the plate that bolts to the main axle housing.  
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INSTALLING A ’57 DIFFERENTIAL, Continued… 

 
With these bolts removed…you can use a 10-pound slide hammer to get some momentum on the 

axle to tap it out.  A couple of easy taps should do it. 

 

  
 

Interesting that the passenger side axle is a bit longer than the driver side axle.  That is because the 

main gear is not totally centered….and accordingly the driver side axle is shorter.  I marked the axles 

to know which one went on the driver side vs passenger side.  The white rubber caps are protecting 

the teeth of the axles.  “P” stands for passenger side…and “D” is for driver side. See photo below left. 

 

With the axles removed you can see the wheel bearings.   Mine looked like they had been replaced at 

some point in time …. but they had a bit of play in them….so this is a good time to replace them.  
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INSTALLING A ’57 DIFFERENTIAL, Continued… 

 
So now the issue is how do you replace the wheel bearings?    The wheel bearings are pressed on with 

a special hydraulic press.   I called around…and did not have any luck finding anyone who could replace 

my bearings.  I checked the usual places…but no luck.  The usual places had lots of experience with 

C2 corvettes, but no longer had the special press required for wheel bearings.   I was pleasantly 

surprised to find out that my local mechanic, Tommy at “The Garage” on Josephville Road had the 

press.   Further…. he knew how to change out the casing for the differential.   

  

Next step was to remove the 10 nuts that secure the differential casing to the pumpkin.  I had 

remembered to drain the gear oil… so that is good.         With the bolts removed… The differential can 

move a bit, and you can carefully lift the differential and it will come out.  Of course, that means lots of 

gear oil on the floor as well.   Surprisingly… that sucker is pretty heavy.  

 

So, before I took my differential, and the new casing and the axles to 

Tommy at The Garage…. I 

needed to clean the differential.  I 

put the differential in a bucket of 

kerosene.  The black muck that 

came off was amazing.   See 

photo, left. 

 
Then I used brake cleaner… and 

some WD 40.  Seemed pretty 

clean.   Now off to Tommy at the 

Garage.   They got it done in a 

couple of days.  The photos right 

are what it looked like after I got it 

back from Tommy and it is 

painted with red oxide.         
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INSTALLING A ’57 DIFFERENTIAL, Continued… 

 
Here is a side view of the differential… where the axle will slide in.  

 

Next step was to put the New Differential casing with the differential 

back into the pumpkin.  I put a new gasket on with oil resistant 

sealer.                               

 

Then tighten up the 10 nuts.  

 

Next install the axles.  You will need a new gasket.   Before I put 

them back in, I packed some red lube on the bearings.  I also put 

sealer on the casket.  Photos below. 

 

 
 
Then carefully guide the axles back in.  I had to wiggle and jiggle and point up a bit and then they slide 

right in.  The bearing fits snug at the end of the pumpkin housing.  A bit of lube on the axle housing 

where the bearing fits will help push it in.  

 
Then reinstall the four bolts that holds the axles in place.    

 

Next is to reinstall the brake drums… and then the wheels.   
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INSTALLING A ’57 DIFFERENTIAL, Continued… 

 

Also – you will not that the new casing is painted red oxide.  The Judging manual indicates that the 

differentials are black.   

 
 
Roy Ester has restored many, many, 56/57 corvettes over the years (I think he is up to 35 now) and 

has kept very detailed notes of original cars in his assembly manual.  In his manual he notes that 

original 57 corvette differentials had red oxide 

paint… with black overspray.  I am assuming 

that the black paint was applied when the 

frame was upside down and preservation 

paint applied.   

 

So next…. I was going to do the black 

overspray…. But when I did the over-

spraying…I ended up covering every square 

inch.  Oops.   Oh well.  

 

In summary…replacing the differential was not difficult.  The key issue for me was finding someone 

who could replace my wheel bearings, but it worked out great to use Tommy at the Garage.  So far, 

the leaks have been minimal.  I will let you know how it drives once this terrible weather goes away.   

 

WHAT DO YOU MEAN… DID I POLARIZE IT?  by Kelly Waite 

 

I got a new voltage regulator for my 57 as my old one had the wrong part number.  I had Delco Remy 
1119000, but it should be 1119001.  The configuration otherwise was fine…and the date code was fine 
too.  However, because the part number was different, that would be a configuration difference, even 
though it was such a small difference.    A difference is a difference!!   In determining how many 
originality points we would deduct we would use CDCIF as follows: 

• Configuration     20% 

• Date   20% 

• Completeness 20% 

• Installation  20% 

• Finish    20% 
                                           100% 
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DID I POLARIZE IT?, Continued… 
 
We would do 20% of the originality points….as the Configuration was different.  
 
I was talking to Greg Simon about my new correct regulator …. and 
he asked “Did I polarize it?  Huh??  What?? 

 
The answer was no… as I did not understand what he was talking 
about… so no…. I did not polarize it.  Furthermore… I did not 
polarize the voltage regulator on my 56 that I have had for over 20 
years!!   Hmmm… we may have an issue here. The voltage 
regulator is supposed to turn off voltage if it is too high…and allow 
normal voltage.    
 

 
 

 
Well… believe it or not… the voltage regulator needs to have the “Battery terminal” touched to the “F 
or Field terminal” to get the magnetic wave set up so the Voltage Regulator can do its job.   I used an 
alligator clip attached to the end of a wire to do this.  See pic below.  (It has to be on the car… with the 
battery on).  You will get a small spark to let you know it worked.  This is referred to as “Polarizing”.   
So, if you don’t do this… then your correct NCRS voltage regulator could be sitting there looking pretty, 
but not doing anything.   

 
I recently got a nice old voltage regulator that is correct for a 57… See pics below.   But how do you 
make sure it will work?  Greg Simon found a great clip on YouTube that explained that there are very 
few moving parts and most likely all you need to do to ensure proper operation is simply to clean the 
contact points.   
 
There are three contact points as seen in the photos below.   
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DID I POLARIZE IT?, Continued… 
 

 

  
 
When you clean the contact points …. you simply put emery sandpaper in the contact and pull.   I used 
600 grit that seemed to work pretty well.  See pic.   Just sand until the white stuff goes away.  
 
I also had some NOS (new old stock) rubber grommets that 
cushion the regulator to the fender wall.  These were supplied 
courtesy of Mark Markel.  Thanks Mark! 
 

 

  
 
In summary… when you get a different regulator for your C1… make sure you clean the contact points 
and make sure that you polarize it!!  By the way I did Polarize the regulator on my 56 as well… so I 
should be good to go now.  
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WHAT I LEARNED ABOUT INSTALLING OIL PANS by Kelly Waite 

 

I always learn the hard way.  I am getting much better on installing oil pans…as I have screwed it up in 
the past.  It is not good to have your oil pan leaking when you are driving along.  
 
The first time I replaced my oil pan was when I had to remove it to replace a bent connecting rod.  I 
don’t recommend bending your connecting rod.  It happened to me when my 57 got hydro lock…from 
gas filling up the cylinders after the engine is shut off.  The vacuum from the fuel pump continued to 
drive fuel into my cylinders as my shut off valve on the fuel injection was not working.   It happened 
when I turned the motor over… with a cylinder fuel of gas with the valves closed … as gas will not 
compress.  I was lucky that it only bent a connecting rod.   It could have cracked the block.  
 
When I put the oil pan back on …. I had oil coming out the front and the back.  Ugh.   The rubber seals 
just did not do its job.  I think they fell back into the oil pan when I was re-installing.   
 
The next time I installed the oil pan …. I got smarter and used sealer on the rubber seals ….and made 
sure that they were dry before reinstalling the oil pan.   I used the sealer to glue the rubber seal in the 
front and the back end of the block.  I used Permatex gear oil sealer that does not break down with oil.  
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OIL PANS,  Continued… 
 
I used the sealer on the sides….to glue the cork gaskets in place, and also on the lip of the oil pan.  
 
 
 

 
 
The other thing I forgot about….is that you may need 
longer bolts to get your pan started.   The rubber seals 
bulge a bit….so they required longer bolts to get it 
started.   The front end of the oil pan had a ¼ inch gap …and when I was tightening the bolts…it did 
not want to close the gap.  I was afraid that the torque would bend the pan.  The answer was to start 
at the other end of the pan…and tighten the bolts one by one towards the front.   That made a huge 
difference and the ¼ inch gap disappeared.   
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FRANK BLOEMKE’S TRANSMISSION BENCH TEST by Kelly Waite 

 

I just had to share the latest from Frank (Rock Star) Bloemke…  As you know… Rock Star is very 
talented.  He has personally restored his 57 to the highest standards and even achieved the amazing 
Duntov award!!!  This award requires two 97% Top Flight scores at a National and a Performance 
Verification (PV).   PVs are the most difficult to achieve.  Rock Star had to have all 140 test items 
function properly to achieve his PV!!!   
 
Plus… He is the original owner!!!!  And he is only 87 years old!!!  Simply amazing!!!  
 
The latest is that Frank is not happy with a noise in his transmission and decided to check it out.  So, 
Frank… I mean Rock Star… assembled a special jack with a cradle… to lower his transmission.  The 
following photos show Frank lowering the transmission and then the transmission on his “patented” 
homemade transmission jack; 
 

  
Views of the transmission being lowered in the cradle on the floor jack 

  
Views of the transmission resting on the jack after removal from the car 
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TRANSMISSION BENCH TEST, Continued… 
 
In addition, Rock Star has defined what it means to do a bench test.   He built a jig with an electric 
motor on which he can actually run the transmission.   Using the vice grips for the shift linkage, he 
can run in neutral or any of the other gears.  See following pics.    
 

 
 

 
 
I am looking forward to seeing more progress when he starts rebuilding.   Stay tuned for another 
update on Frank (Rock Star) Bloemke next newsletter.   
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TIRED OF EXHAUST PIPES COMING LOOSE by Kelly Waite 

 

My old exhaust pipes on my 57 would come loose / apart and were just a mess. 
Particularly… the cross over pipe right under the exhaust manifolds would come loose… and then the 
engine was so load!!!  The heat was causing the pipes to expand….and then they would come loose.  
 
I figured out a way to stop this from happening.  I would simply put a bolt in the pipe.  I measured to 
make sure the bolt would be covered up from the clamp.  Then I drilled a hole and tapped it.  See pics 
below.  

 

  

  

 
 

 
The bolt should fit nicely under the clamp and you should not be able to see it.  I used ¼ inch stainless 
steel hex bolts.   I will let you know how this holds up.   
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EDITOR’S NOTE ABOUT ARTICLES 

 

The St. Louis Chapter is always seeking articles for The Legend.  As you can see from the articles 

above, we welcome all types of articles, from great stories about Corvettes and their owners to technical 

articles that share your experience and insight.    

 

Articles need not be long and photographs definitely are worth a thousand words.  I am always willing 

to assist you in assembling the material or editing your draft.   

 

Have you ever wondered where the articles in The Restorer Magazine come from?  Every issue of 

The Legend is shared with the newsletter editors of every NCRS Chapter, as well as the Executive 

Board of the NCRS.  Vinnie Peters, Editor of The Restorer reads every Chapter newsletter and when 

he sees and article that he believes must be shared with the entire NCRS membership, he seeks 

permission to reprint the article in a future issue of The Restorer.    

 

So… if you have a great Corvette story to share, or you are laboring over a restoration project, large or 

small, make some notes and snap some photographs.  Your story is probably interesting to others and 

that project you are working on might just be one that members need help with.   
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CLASSIFIEDS from Our Members 

 

Chapter members are invited to place classified ads at no cost.  Advertisements may be a description 

of vehicles or parts wanted or for sale, information wanted, services offered, or a business card.  The 

NCRS St. Louis Chapter reserves the right to refuse advertisements deemed to be inappropriate, 

offensive, or inflammatory. 

 

  

  

  
 

 

Wanted  

1963 to 1967 convertible folding top frame. Any condition considered.  

Call or text Dave Buescher 618-772-8641 
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Classifieds continued… 
 

For Sale  

NOS Transistor Ignition parts 

T I magnet p/n 1960779 NOS new in unopened GM box $325 each, 2 available  

TI Pole Piece p/n 1967928 NOS new in unopened box $150 each, 2 available 

TI amplifier box, USED, tested good $225 each 3 available 

63 to 67 Exhaust tips NOS in the GM box $175 for the pair 

Call or text Dave Buescher 618-772-8641 

 

For Sale 

Restored 1965 1966 Corvette Telescopic steering column. 

Includes new turn signal switch and lever, new chrome lock ring and horn button. 

Also includes steering wheel hub. $1650 outright, may consider other columns on trade-in.    

Call or text Dave Buescher 618-772-8641  

 
For Sale 
Small block Chevy tach drive distributor for 1961-68. 
May also work for 69 and newer 350 engines. Tach is 
completely rebuilt with Petronix single wire electronic 
ignition. Installs just like OEM points distributor. No 
more point adjustments. Also has new vacuum can 
set for full advance at a vacuum of 8. Good for higher 
lift cams with low vacuum like the Duntov, 30-30 or 
L79 350 horse cams. Pinion gap is shimmed to a.010 
gap well within specification. I was going to use it on 
a 1962 340 horse engine which does not have 
vacuum advance. Sold the car before I installed the 
distributor. It has never been used since rebuild. 
$349. OBO 
 
Call or text Greg Simon  636-262-9922 
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Classifieds continued… 
 

For Sale 
 

ZR-1 Front Wheel $25 
  

 
 78-80 Wheel $50 
 
 
  
 Contact Dave Dawdy 618-604-9611 
   

 

 

 

 

For Sale 

I have a set of four wheels and tires I bought to do a PV with the ’84.  Goodrich 255/50ZR16 

Price negotiable! 

Contact Tony Salter   501-450-0902 or trs75l82@yahoo.com  

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:trs75l82@yahoo.com
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Classifieds continued… 
 

For Sale 

1966 Corvette Coupe ORIGINAL OWNER Delivered February 1966.  The first two years it sat outside 

at our apartment and I drove it to work. The last 53 years it has been covered in my garage.  The 

condition of the car is drive able with 42K miles, original paint is 20-footer with crazing, intact with no 

peeling and the interior in excellent condition.  Most of the car is original except carb, water pump, 

wheels, tires, and a few other small items.   I have the original carb, water pump, wheels and hub 

caps plus some of the parts I took off repairing to keep the car running.  Documentation includes 

order sheet, title application, replica window sticker, Protecto-Plate, owner’s manual, and state 

inspection receipts to validate mileage.  This is a survivor!  Paint:  Milano Maroon over Black Vinyl 

interior with teak wheel; L72 427,425 hp. w/ transistorized ignition; Side Exhaust; 4 speed with 4:11 

posi; F41 heavy duty suspension; in 2015 added 1966 style repro bolt on knock offs and Gold line 

replica radial tires    Asking $109,900 

Contact Joe Marzoloes  636-949-8036 or 636-448-5793 
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Classifieds continued… 
 

For sale or trade 

1956 corvette- frame off restored.  NCRS Concourse Blue Ribbon 100-point car; Two Mid America 

Fun Fest celebrity pic awards, picked by David Burrows of Bloomington gold, Best of the Best award; 

Mayor’s pic All Vette show Hannibal, Missouri; numerous other best of show and class winners. 

Magazine feature car in Corvette On line 2018. 

Asking $82,500. Will trade up or down for newer model Vette. 

Call Larry Rowden at 314-422-6369 
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Classifieds continued… 
 

For Sale 

4 – 63-64 Corvette wheels, blasted and painted, $500 OBO. 

4 – 1964 driver quality Corvette hubcaps, $225 OBO 

Misc. Corvette brochures, contact me for details and/or make offer. 

Pokie Wildhaber 618-210-5420 

 

For Sale 

1966 parts (original & repo.) including wheel cover set, steering wheel, body emblems, cowl vents, 

misc. hardware, decals, etc.  Many other C-2 parts, (three sets of T-3 headlights, complete 

differential, clock movements (mechanical and quartz), valve covers (small and big block), Holley 

carb. body’s/parts, etc. (List is too extensive to list everything).  Over $4,000 worth of parts. First 

$1,000 takes it all. 

Jeff Peters   314-809-8343 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EDITOR’S FINE PRINT  

 

Membership in the NCRS is open to persons interested in the restoration, preservation, and history of 

the Corvette produced by the Chevrolet Motor Division of General Motors. NCRS is not affiliated with 

Chevrolet or General Motors.  

 

Permission is hereby granted to all NCRS Chapter newsletters to reproduce any original material 

contained herein; as long as any article is reproduced in its entirety and the author and source are 

credited.  

 

NCRS registered trademarks: NCRS Founders Award®, NCRS Master Judge Award®, NCRS 

Performance Verification Award®, NCRS Flight Award® and NCRS Sportsman Award® are 

registered with the United States Department of Commerce and Trademark Office. 

 

 


